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We make a phenomenological model of optical two-beam interaction in a model planar liquid crystal cell.
The liquid crystal is subject to homeotropic anchoring at the cell walls, is surrounded by thin photosensitive
layers, and is subject to a variable potential across the cell. These systems are often known as liquid crystal
photorefractive systems. The interference between the two obliquely incident beams causes a time-independent
periodic modulation in electric field intensity in the direction transverse to the cell normal. Our model includes
this field phenomenologically by supposing an effect on the electric potential at the cell walls. The transverse
periodic surface potential causes spatially periodic departures from a pure homeotropic texture. The texture
modulation acts as a grating for the incident light. The incident light is both directly transmitted and also
subject to diffraction. The lowest order diffracted beams correspond to energy exchange between the beams.
We find that the degree of energy exchange can be strongly sensitive to the mean angle of incidence, the angle
between the beams, and the imposed potential across the cell. We use the model to speculate about what factors
optimize nonlinear optical interaction in liquid crystalline photorefractive systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that nematic liquid crystals act as
nonlinear optical media �1�. The electric fields in a strong
light beam reorient the liquid crystal director. In so doing
they affect the dielectric properties of the medium, and hence
its light transmission and reflection. Thus the liquid crystal
reacts differently to a high intensity beam than when the
intensity is low. A slab of liquid crystal exhibits analogous
properties when irradiated by two beams rather than by a
single beam. The liquid crystal responds to the interference
pattern between the beams. The result is a grating in the
liquid crystal cell, which diffracts the incoming beams. The
lowest order diffracted beams from each incident beam act to
reinforce the other, leading to the phenomenon of beam am-
plification. This latter phenomenon is the subject of this pa-
per.

In general, beam coupling is a highly nonlinear phenom-
enon and as such requires intense beams to manifest itself.
However, it has been found experimentally that there are
circumstances when beam coupling appears to occur at much
lower light intensities. The device possibilities of these high
beam-coupling conditions have meant that these systems
have attracted much interest. Two particular interesting sys-
tems obtain when either the liquid crystal is doped by dye
molecules, or when the liquid crystal cell is sandwiched be-
tween walls consisting of photoconducting material. Now
free charges can play an important role in the nonlinear op-
tics. In the former case the ions move inside the liquid crys-

tal itself. The existence of ions in these systems has led to
this phenomenon being linked with photorefraction �2�. We
note also, of course, that photorefractivelike effects are not
the only sources of optical nonlinearity in dye-doped liquid
crystals �3,4�. In the latter case the ions affect the boundary
conditions to which the liquid crystal is subject.

In this paper we consider the second of these cases—that
in which the liquid crystal is surrounded by photosensitive
layers. An associated feature of such systems is that the de-
gree of beam coupling is strongly dependent on, and ampli-
fied by, a low-frequency voltage across the liquid crystal cell.
In photorefractive systems moving charges lead to nonlinear
optical effects. These so-called photorefractive liquid crystal
systems exhibit large optical nonlinearities, at least partly
because two nonlinear optical processes seem to be manifest-
ing themselves simultaneously. This statement, however,
while true, is insufficient even to give the most basic descrip-
tion of the physics of beamcoupling in these systems. Here
we present a phenomenological model, which although by no
means a complete description of the system, provides a basic
framework for understanding of some of the most striking
features of the experiments. The most important of these
features is the observation that the largest beam-coupling ef-
fects occur when the grating period is comparable to the cell
thickness.

Experimental work in photorefraction in liquid crystals
dates back about decade. In the cases of interest in this paper,
the effect results because a spatially modulated light field
causes a modulation of the electric field either in the aligning
layer itself �5–9� or in the interface between the liquid crystal
�LC� and this layer �10–12�. In the first case the liquid crystal
cell is lined by photoconductive aligning layers, whose elec-
trical resistance is decreased by light irradiation. This in-*kubba@univ.kiev.ua
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creases the electric field in the liquid crystal bulk, which in
turn causes a spatially modulated reorientation of the director
in the cell. The effect is reversible; the induced gratings dis-
appear when the incident light is switched off. By contrast, in
the second case the photorefraction is controlled by the pro-
cesses in the interface between LC and aligning surfaces.
Both of these layers may be nominally insensitive to light.
The resultant spatially modulated electric field induces a re-
orientation of the director in the bulk and a permanent grat-
ing.

Theoretical work on these systems has concentrated on
extending existing photorefractive concepts, which have
been developed for optically isotropic systems. In the isotro-
pic case, the key inputs into an experiment are the cell thick-
ness L, the light wavelength �, the grating period �, and the
dielectric constant � of the medium. Kogelnik �13� devel-
oped a coupled-wave theory which can predict the response
of volume holograms �i.e., thick gratings�. A good review of
this theory can be found in the book by Yeh �14�. Klein �15�
derived a criterion for a grating to be thick, in terms of the
parameter Q=2�L� /�2��. The coupled wave theory begins
to give good results when Q�10.

Montemezzani and Zgonik �16� have extended the
Kogelnik coupled-wave theory to the case of moderately ab-
sorbing thick anisotropic materials with grating vector and
medium boundaries arbitrary oriented with respect to the
main axes of the optical indicatrix. The dielectric tensor
modulation takes the form

�̂ = ��r
0 + �r

1 cos�Kr�� + i��i
0 + �i

1 cos�Kr + ��� . �1�

The same authors have then used this formalism to consider
explicity beam-coupling effects �17�. A variant of this idea
has also been applied to anisotropic thin holographic media
by Galstyan et al. �18�.

The key extra piece of physics in liquid crystal cells is
that the director is anchored by the cell walls. As a result the
spatial modulation of the dielectric function is considerably
more complicated than the Montemezzani-Zgonik form. In
addition, the liquid crystal cell parameters are often in the
so-called Raman-Nath regime �19,20�, which corresponds to
thin gratings. For thin isotropic gratings with a one-
dimensional refractive index modulation, the theory is well
developed �see, for example, Ref. �19��. For such a system,
for example, Kojima �21� used a phase function method to
understand the diffraction problem for weakly inhomoge-
neous anisotropic materials in the Raman-Nath regime,
assuming a dielectric function spatial modulation
��cos��t−Kx�.

An important theoretical contribution is due to Tabiryan
and Umeton �22�. These authors explicitly modeled the effect
of the surface charge �and hence potential� modulation on the
liquid crystal director. However, in their model, the modu-
lated electric field is localized in the region of the surface.
Furthermore they do not make any explicit predictions con-
cerning the optical properties of the liquid crystal layers,
beyond general comments that their work has significance in
understanding liquid crystal optics in these situations.

In this paper we shall study the diffraction and energy
transfer of two light beams intersecting in a nematic liquid

crystal cell, building on the work of Tabiryan and Umeton
�22�. We suppose strong homeotropic anchoring at the cell
walls, and that the cell be sandwiched between two photo-
conductive layers. The beam-coupling can be amplified by a
dc-electric field, which is applied to the cell perpendicular to
the cell walls �Oz direction�. The model theoretical problem
we pose is partly motivated by the experiments of Kornei-
chuk et al. �23�, and partly by those of Kaczmarek et al. �8�.
However, the Korneichuk experiments �23� are more ori-
ented toward dynamical effects and omit the photoconduc-
tive layer, whereas those of Kaczmarek �8� study different
anchoring conditions from those in our theoretical model.

The presence of the two beams causes a periodic lattice in
the light intensity field in the cell bulk and its boundaries. In
addition, the laterally periodic light intensity also causes a
modulation in the dc electric field potential at the cell bound-
aries. This paper addresses the photorefraction problem phe-
nomenologically.

Specifically, we consider here a restricted problem with
two major caveats. First we shall not examine too closely the
origin and mechanism of this modulation. We simply remark
that it can and does result from different physicochemical
phenomena taking place at the cell walls. Likewise in this
simple approach, we shall suppose that the physics of the
electric field in the liquid crystal is driven by dielectric pro-
cesses, and that charge transport does not play a major role in
determining director orientation or light scattering. Else-
where we shall relax both of these constraints.

The key to understanding beam coupling in these systems
lies in the following observation. The surface potential
modulation produces a spatially modulated electric field. The
resulting torque on the liquid crystal director distorts the ini-
tial homogeneous homeotropic alignment. The consequence
is an anisotropic medium with a spatially modulated director
and hence optical axis. The test beam—or the beams that
write the grating—diffract from the liquid crystal cell, which
now possesses a spatially modulated refractive index. One
may then calculate beam diffraction and interbeam energy
transfer.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we determine
the electric field profile in a cell subject to a light-induced
periodic modulation of the surface potential. In Sect. III we
calculate the director distribution inside the liquid crystal cell
subject to this spatially modulated electric field. Then in Sec.
IV we present results of calculations of beam diffraction and
energy transfer. Finally in Sec. V we present some brief con-
clusions, and focus on possible extensions of the model.

II. ELECTRIC FIELD WITHIN THE CRYSTAL
SLAB

We consider two equal frequency light beams with wave
numbers k1�k2 inside the medium �see Fig. 1�. These
beams give rise to electric fields E1, E2, and intensities I1, I2
proportional to the squares of the respective electric fields

E1 = E10 exp�ik1 · r� , �2�

E2 = E20 exp�ik2 · r� , �3�
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k1 = �k sin�	 + 
�,0,k cos�	 + 
�� , �4�

k2 = �k sin�	 − 
�,0,k cos�	 − 
�� . �5�

The bisector of the beams makes an angle 	 with the cell
normal and 2
�	 is the angle between the beams. Initially
we suppose that the scattering by the cell is weak, and thus
the light transmission through the cell is close to unity.

The beams interfere in the liquid crystal slab, forming a
complex intensity pattern with wave number q=k1x−k2x. In
principle the pattern must be calculated self-consistently.

However, we can suppose that optical non-linear effects
within the liquid crystal slab are negligible. In practice this is
the case. Then it is possible to treat surface-induced and
bulk-induced effects independently. In this section we focus
specifically on the effect at the surfaces. At the bottom �i.e.,
incident� interface, the optical interference pattern takes the
form

I�x,z = 0� = I1 + I2 + 2 � �I1I2�1/2 cos qx ,

q = k1x − k2x. �6�

Likewise, at the top substrate we have an analogous pat-
tern, but shifted in phase with respect to the lower substrate:

I�x,z = L� = I1 + I2 + 2 � �I1I2�1/2 cos�qx + �� ,

q = k1x − k2x, �7�

� = �k1z − k2z�L . �8�

In the absence of the light beams, we suppose a voltage 0
across the liquid crystal cell. This is a key input to the theory.
In photorefractive systems the optical nonlinear effects are
large and strongly amplified by a voltage across the cell. In
the simple theory presented here the nonlinear effect in the
absence of an external field is strictly zero.

We now make the hypothesis that the spatial distribution
of light intensity induces a modulation in the surface poten-
tials. The effect of the light beams is to modify these poten-
tials slightly. If the surface preparation of the upper and

lower surfaces is identical, then the magnitude of the surface
perturbations should also be identical. The boundary condi-
tions on the electric potential at the top and bottom substrates
can now be written

��z = 0,x� = − 0/2 + 1 cos qx ,

��z = L,x� = 0/2 + S1 cos�qx + �� . �9�

The quantity 1=��I1I2�1/2, where the parameter � is a phe-
nomenological quantity, and in principle is different for each
surface configuration. The parameter � can in principle be
determined independently by a Frederiks experiment �34�.
The quantity S could in principle take the value either +1 or
−1. The phenomenological model is not precise enough to
specify which of these two values is appropriate. However,
different microscopic pictures can yield either value of S. We
discuss this interesting point further in the Appendix. In the
paper we shall suppose S= +1. However, we note that if
S=−1, the theoretical development in the paper remains ro-
bust, subject to the replacement of � by �+�.

We now proceed to determine the electric field potential
within the liquid crystal slab. The electric field obeys the
equation

� · D = 0 �10�

with Di=�ijEj = ����ij + ��	 −���ninj� Ej, where n is the nem-
atic director.

We can solve Eq. �10� using relation E=−��. At this
stage we note that the equations for � and n must be solved
self-consistently. However the liquid crystal is subject to ho-
meotropic boundary conditions, and hence except at very
strong light intensities the director is closely aligned to the
direction perpendicular to the slab: n�ez, and then

��

�2�

�x2 + �	

�2�

�z2 = 0. �11�

The problem to be solved is thus Eq. �11�, subject to the
boundary conditions �9�. This problem can be solved analyti-
cally, yielding

��x,z� = 0
z − L/2

L
+ 1
�cosh�q̃z�

+
cos � − cosh�q̃L�

sinh q̃L
sinh�q̃z��cos qx

−
sin �

sinh q̃L
sinh�q̃z�sin qx , �12�

where q̃=���

�	
q. The potential in the liquid crystal slab con-

sists of the externally imposed voltage plus a contribution
linear in the surface perturbation induced by the light-beam
interference. This perturbation has the same periodicity in
the direction in the cell plane as the initial perturbation.
However, the behavior is complex as a result of the compet-
ing effects of the out-of-phase surface perturbations.

The resulting electric field, in addition to the imposed
external field E0 normal to the cell, has components in both
the x and z directions. The contributions in the x direction are

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of a two-beam coupling experiment,
showing the meaning of quantities used in the paper.
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particularly important, because they lead to director distor-
tion, and thus to refractive index modulation. It will be this
refractive index modulation which induces the beam cou-
pling which we seek to describe.

The electric field inside the cell bulk is given by taking
the gradient of Eq. �12�. We find

Ex�x,z� = E1q�z�cos qx + E2q�z�sin qx ,

Ez�x,z� = E0 + Ez�,

Ez��x,z� = E3q�z�cos qx + E4q�z�sin qx , �13�

where

E0 = −
0

L
, �14�

E1q = q1
sin �

sinh q̃L
sinh q̃z , �15�

E2q = q1�cosh q̃z +
cos � − cosh q̃L

sinh q̃L
sinh q̃z� , �16�

E3q = − q̃1�sinh q̃z +
cos � − cosh q̃L

sinh q̃L
cosh q̃z� , �17�

E4q = q̃1
sin �

sinh q̃L
cosh q̃z . �18�

It will be useful later to normalize the field Eiq with respect
to the externally imposed field

eiq�z� =
Eiq

E0
= ai cosh q̃z + bi sinh q̃z , �19�

where the quantities ai, bi are given by

i ai bi

1 0
−qL

1

0

sin �

sinh q̃L
2

−qL
1

0
−qL

1

0

cos �−cosh q̃L

sinh q̃L
3

q̃L
1

0

cos �−cosh q̃L

sinh q̃L
q̃L
1

04
q̃L
1

0

sin �

sinh q̃L

0

III. DIRECTOR PROFILE IN THE LIQUID CRYSTAL
CELL

We now determine the director profile in the liquid crystal
cell in the presence of the electric fields given by Eq. �13�.
The bulk free energy FV of a distorted nematic liquid crystal
in an applied electric field takes the form

FV =
1

2
K11� �� · n�2dV +

1

2
K22� �n · � � n�2dV

+
1

2
K33� �n � � � n�2dV −

1

2
� D · E · d · V

�20�

with the electric displacement D= �̂E, �ij =���ij +�aninj,
with the anisotropic part of the static dielectric constant
�a=�	 −��.

The electric field felt by the liquid crystal molecules has a
number of contributions. The first is the externally imposed
voltage. The second is the periodic modulation in the x di-
rection discussed in the last section. This is an indirect effect
of the light field acting on the surface layer, transmitted into
the bulk as a result of the effect of the Laplace equation. A
final contribution comes from the direct effect of the light
field on the liquid crystal. We are assuming here that this can
be neglected. The justification for this is empirical, and de-
rives from the observation that in the absence of the surface
layers, the effect essentially disappears �8,24�. The director
field is now given by n= �sin ��x ,z� ,0 ,cos ��x ,z��, with �
small.

The variational problem to be solved consists of minimiz-
ing Eq. �20�, subject to strong anchoring homeotropic bound-
ary conditions ��x ,z=0�=��x ,z=L�=0 at each wall, and
subject also to the electric fields given in Eq. �13�. We sim-
plify further by supposing the so-called one constant ap-
proximation, i.e., the splay and bend Frank-Oseen elastic co-
efficients are equal: K11=K33=K.

The relevant part of the thermodynamic functional �20� is
now given by

F =
1

2
� � �K���x��

2 + ��z��
2� − �a��Ex

2 − Ez
2�sin2 �

+ ExEz sin 2���dxdz . �21�

The Euler-Lagrange equation for this functional is

K� �2�

�x2 +
�2�

�z2 � + �a��Ex
2 − Ez

2�sin � cos � + ExEz cos 2�� = 0.

�22�

We solve Eq. �22� in the limit
Ex

E0
�1,

Ez�
E0
�1. This corre-

sponds, roughly speaking, to high voltage or low beam in-
tensities. The resulting solution may also be qualitatively

valid if
Ex

E0
�1,

Ez�
E0
�1. Expanding to linear order in � and

Ex

E0

we obtain

�2� �2�

�x2 +
�2�

�z2 � = � −
Ex

E0
, �23�

where the length scale � is the relaxation length set by the

bulk electric field, with �−2=
�aE0

2

K . In order to do this, we
linearize Eq. �23� for components �1q=�1�z�cos qx and �2q
=�2�z�sin qx of the director reorientation of wave number q
in the cell plane.

It is convenient at this stage to reformulate the problem in
terms of nondimensional variables. We define a rescaled
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length along the cell �= z
L , �� �0,1�, a rescaled transverse

wave vector �= q̃L, and a rescaled voltage �= L
� =LE0�

�a

K �1/2.
For some purposes it is convenient to measure length not
from the plane of incidence, but rather from the midplane of
the cell. We can define a length variable �=�−1 /2, and then
inside the cell �� �−1 /2,1 /2�.

Equation �23� now reduces to

d2�i���
d�2 − �2�i��� = − �2eiq��� �24�

with �2=�2+�2.
This equation can be solved using standard methods and

has the solution

��x,z� = − qL
1

0
�cos qx sin �
 sinh ��

sinh �
−

sinh ��

sinh �


+ sin qx
cosh �� − cosh ��

+
cos � − cosh �

sinh �
sinh ��

+
cosh � − cos �

sinh �
sinh ��� . �25�

For some purposes it is more convenient to rewrite Eq. �26�
as

��x,z� = − qL
1

0
�cos

�

2
sin�qx +

�

2
�� cosh ��

cosh �/2
−

cosh ��

cosh �/2�
+ sin

�

2
cos�qx +

�

2
�� sinh ��

sinh �/2
−

sinh ��

sinh �/2�� . �26�

The advantage of the expression �26� is that the variation of
��x ,z� is expressed in terms of components that are respec-
tively out-of-phase and in-phase with the total optical field
intensities on the midplane. This expression explicitly exhib-
its the symmetry of the system around the midplane.

We discuss in the next section in detail how to use ��x ,z�
to calculate nonlinear optical effects. However, we note that
in general the larger the values of ��x ,z� measured in some
sense the larger will be the optical effect. It is therefore of
some interest to monitor the behavior of ��x ,z� as a function
of system parameters.

We plot the z dependence of the out-of-phase component
of ��x ,z� in Fig. 2. One might expect a roughly sinusoidal
dependence, with a maximum at the cell midplane. And in-
deed, for closely matched incident beams, with a low wave-
number interference pattern, this is what occurs. But when
the nondimensional grating wave vector � is larger than
unity, the sinusoidal dependence no longer holds. By �=4,
the response is flattened, and by ��6 the profile has devel-
oped a double hump structure. Not only is the shape unex-
pected, but the magnitude is reduced in this regime, and as
discussed in the last paragraph, this should �and, as we shall
see below, does� lead to a reduced non-linear optical effects
for larger �.

From Eq. �26� we observe that �= � 1
cosh��/2� − 1

cosh�k/2� � can
be regarded as a figure of merit for the degree of distortion of
the liquid crystal. This is a measure of the amplitude of the
response at the midplane of the cell. We note that � techni-
cally only measures the out-of-phase distortion, and further-
more even then the magnitude of the distortion is not maxi-
mal at the midplane of the cell. Nevertheless it serves in a
rough and ready way as a surrogate for the magnitude of the
grating response to optical probes. In Fig. 3 we plot � as a
function of voltage.

IV. DIFFRACTION OF LIGHT BEAMS

A. Formulation of problem

We now consider light beam propagation of each of the
two waves through the �now� weakly nonuniform anisotropic
liquid crystal cell. We suppose the wave incident from the

vacuum to have wave number k=kk̂, with k=2� /�=� /c,

µ

σ

θ

1

4

7

10

-0.5 0 0.5
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

FIG. 2. Functional dependence of angular distortion from ho-
meotropic texture, in the limit of low field, for different values of
the nondimensionalized grating wave number �. This figure shows
the component of the angular distortion out-of-phase with the inten-
sity modulations.

µ

ν

Θ

1
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0.25
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0.35

FIG. 3. Dependence of the amplitude of the component of the
angular distortion out-of-phase with the optical intensity, as a func-
tion of nondimensionalized voltage
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where the angular frequency � and the speed of light c take
their usual meanings. In the presence of a uniform liquid
crystal, the light will be refracted into an ordinary �o� and an
extraordinary �e� wave. The ordinary wave is polarized per-
pendicularly to the plane of incidence �in the y direction� and
the refractive index which corresponds to this wave is no

=���. For the extraordinary wave the effective refractive
index is given by

neff�	� =
��	��

��	 cos2 	 + �� sin2 	
, �27�

where 	 is the angle between the director and the direction of
propagation inside the medium.

The effect of the nonuniformity will be to modulate the
amplitude of the wave in the plane of the outgoing surface,
and hence in addition to the refraction, diffraction will also
occur. The purpose of this section is to calculate the magni-
tude of this diffraction. There are in fact two waves, but first
we discuss the effect of the modified director on each indi-
vidual wave.

B. The dielectric function

The dielectric function is given by

�ij = ���ij + �aninj , �28�

with �a=�	 −�� and director components ni. In the limit of
interest in this paper, the director deviations from the initial
homeotropic alignment are small. Then

n = �sin ��x,z�,0,cos ��x,z�� � ���x,z�,0,1� . �29�

The dielectric function now simplifies to

�̂ = �̂0 + ��x,z��̂1 �30�

or, alternatively,

�̂ = ��� 0 0

0 �� 0

0 0 �	

� + ��x,z�� 0 0 �a

0 0 0

�a 0 0
� . �31�

C. Geometrical optics

The theoretical strategy involves determining perturba-
tions around the transmission through the pure homeotropic
�i.e., �̂0� system. The characteristic length for director inho-
mogeneity in the z direction is the cell thickness L. In the x
direction the corresponding characteristic length is the grat-
ing period �=2� /q. We shall use the geometrical optics
approximation �GOA� �25–27�, valid in the limits ��L and
���.

We seek solutions to the Maxwell equations

� � E = − �
�H

�t
, � � H =

�

�t
�0�̂E �32�

in the following forms:

E�r,t� = exp�− i�t + ikS�r��E0,

H�r,t� = exp�− i�t + ikS�r��H0. �33�

The term S�r� is the optical path length or “eikonal,” and the
local direction of the wave vector is given by �S�r�.

Substituting Eqs. �33� into the Maxwell equations �32�,
we obtain the following pair of equations:

k � S�r� � E0 = �0�H0; k � S�r� � H0 = − �0�̂�E0.

�34�

The magnetic field H0 can now be eliminated, yielding a
homogeneous equation for E0:

�S�r� � ��S�r� � E0� + �̂E0 = 0. �35�

Equation �35� is a homogeneous system of linear equa-
tions for the electric field components, analogous to a vector
Helmholtz equation. In general solutions to this equation will
be trivial and uninteresting. However, there are non-trivial
solutions, corresponding to optical traveling waves, if the
determinant of this set of equations is null.

In fact the determinant factorizes. An E eigenvector in the
y direction corresponds to the ordinary wave. The perturba-
tions in the dielectric tensor do not affect transmission of the
ordinary wave through the sample, and we shall not be inter-
ested in this mode of transmission. The E eigenvector in the
x-z plane �i.e., the plane of incidence� corresponds to the
extraordinary �e� wave. The pair of homogeneous equations
are


 �� − ��zS�2 �xS�zS + �a��x,z�

�xS�zS + �a��x,z� �	 − ��xS�2

Ex

Ez

 = 0.

�36�

The null determinant condition appropriate to the e-wave
now reduces to �35�

��� − ��zS�2���	 − ��xS�2� − ��xS�zS + �a��x,z��2 = 0.

�37�

D. Perturbation theory

In the absence of the director modulation, the e-wave is
directly transmitted. We consider Eq. �37� as a perturbation
of this process. We therefore recast Eq. �37� to lowest order
in ��x ,z�:

��xS�2

�	

+
��zS�2

��

+ 2� �a

�	��

���xS�zS���x,z� = 1. �38�

In the spirit of the WKB approximation, the solution of
Eq. �38� can be expressed as the sum of an unperturbed e
wave, plus a small phase change f�r� which can be ascribed
solely to the modulation. Thus,

S�r� = S0�r� + f�r� , �39�

where S0 obeys the equation

��xS0�2

�	

+
��zS0�2

��

= 1. �40�
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We note also that the effective refractive index neff can be
defined as

��S0�2 = neff
2 . �41�

Combining Eqs. �40� and �41� yields the well-known expres-
sion for the refractive index �27�. The wave vector inside the
medium is now given by

k� = k � S0 = k��xS0,0,�zS0� = k��sin 	,0,cos 	� , �42�

with k�=kneff.
Combining Eqs. �38�–�40�, we can obtain the leading or-

der equation for the phase f�x ,z�:

��xS0�
�xf

�	

+ ��zS0�
�zf

��

= − ��xS0���zS0�
�a��x,z�
�	��

. �43�

We now substitute Eq. �42� into Eq. �43�, yielding

� sin 	

�	
� �f

�x
+ � cos 	

��

� �f

�z
= − sin 	 cos 	��aneff

�	��

���x,z� .

�44�

Equation �44� can be solved using the method of charac-
teristics. The left-hand side of this equation can be trans-
formed into a total derivative

df

dz
=

�f

�z
+ �dx

dz
�� �f

�x
�

=
�f

�z
+ ��� sin 	

�	 cos 	
�� �f

�x
�

=
�f

�z
+ tan 	�� �f

�x
� . �45�

Combining Eqs. �44� and �45� yields

df

dz
= − sin 	��a

�	
�neff��x,z� , �46�

where now the quantities x and z in this equation are explic-
itly related by

dx

dz
= tan 	�, �47�

defined in Eq. �45�. Equation �47� allows a family of solu-
tions

x�z,x0� = x0 + z tan 	�. �48�

We note that each member of this family of solutions repre-
sents a wave entering the liquid crystal sample at position x0.
The direction of wave propagation is given by the angle 	.
However, because this medium is anisotropic, the angle of
the energy propagation, given by the Poynting vector, is de-
termined by the angle 	�. The family of solutions x�z ,x0�
corresponds to paths in the undistorted anisotropic medium
with different x0 traveling in the direction of the Poynting
vector.

Now we can solve Eq. �46� directly, by integrating the
right-hand side, yielding

f�x,z� = − sin 	��aneff

�	
��

0

z

��x��z�,x0�,z��dz�, �49�

where the integration path is such that x=x0+z tan 	�, x�
=x0+z� tan 	� and, hence,

x� = x − �z − z��tan 	�. �50�

Thus

f�x,z� = − sin 	��aneff

�	
��

0

z

��x − �z − z��tan 	�,z��dz�,

�51�

The key quantity of interest is the phase retardation of the
beam as it leaves the cell, i.e., at z=L. We now rewrite Eq.
�49�, so as to express this quantity directly

f�x,L� = − sin 	��aneff

�	
��

0

L

��x − �L − z��tan 	�,z��dz�

�52�

E. Diffraction pattern

The formula �52� applies to all incident light beams. We
confine our interest to the cases in which there are two inci-
dent beams, with wave numbers k1 and k2, with k1x−k2x=q.
Equation �52� permits the calculation the light fields of the
beams as they exit the liquid crystal cell. By suitably decom-
posing these light field into Fourier components, it is pos-
sible to identify the amplitudes of particular diffracted
beams.

The light field along the plane z=L is modulated by the
factor

exp�ikS�x,L�� = exp�i�k� · r + kf�r���

= exp�i�kxx + kz�L + kf�x,L���

= exp�i�kxx + ��0 + ��1�� , �53�

where ��0=kz�L=kneffL cos 	, and ��1=kf�x ,L�;

��0 =
��	��

��	 cos2 	 + �� sin2 	�1/2 �kL cos 	� �54�

and

��1 = − k
�����	 − ���sin 	

��	��	 cos2 	 + �� sin2 	�1/2

�
�
0

L

��x − �L − z��tan 	�,z��dz� . �55�

The quantity ��1�x� is the varying component of the addi-
tional phase of the incident beam, following from the direc-
tor modulation in the liquid crystal medium. We now recall
that from Eq. �26� the director profile can be written in a
sinusoidal form ��x ,z��cos�qx+��. Combining this result
with Eq. �55� yields the result
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��1�x� = B cos�qx + �̃� , �56�

where the phase modulation parameters B�0 and �̃ are,
respectively, the amplitude and phase of the additional phase
��1�x�:

B = �A2 + C2, tan �̃ = −
A

C
. �57�

After complicated but straightforward algebra using Eqs.
�26� and �55�, expressions for the quantities A and C can be
derived:

A = − kL
1

0

���	 − ���sin 	

��	 cos2 	 + �� sin2 	�1/2�
−1/2

1/2 �cos
�

2
� cosh ��

cosh �/2
−

cosh ��

cosh �/2�cos
��� −
1

2
�tan 	� − sin

�

2
� sinh ��

sinh �/2

−
sinh ��

sinh �/2�sin
��� −
1

2
�tan 	��d� , �58�

C = − kL
1

0

���	 − ���sin 	

��	 cos2 	 + �� sin2 	�1/2�
−1/2

1/2 �cos
�

2
� cosh ��

cosh �/2
−

cosh ��

cosh �/2�sin
��� −
1

2
�tan 	� + sin

�

2
� sinh ��

sinh �/2

−
sinh ��

sinh �/2�cos
��� −
1

2
�tan 	��d� . �59�

Now Eq. �53� can be rewritten, using Eq. �56�, so as explic-
itly identify different components of the diffracted wave. The
key relation is the Jacobi-Anger expansion �28�

exp�iz cos �� = �
n=−�

n=+�

�i�nJn�z�exp�in�� . �60�

Combining Eq. �60� with Eqs. �53�–�56� yields the expansion
for the electric field at the output surface

Eout = E0 exp�i��0 + ikxx�exp�i��1�

= E0 exp�i��0 + ikxx� �
n=−�

�

�i�nJn�B�exp�inqx + in�̃� .

�61�

Now we can identify �29� terms in this expansion with the
amplitudes X�n� and phases ��n� of outgoing waves in the
diffraction pattern

X�n� = �i�nJn�B� �62�

and

��n� = ��0 + n�̃ . �63�

The electric field in the diffracted wave of order n then takes
the form

En

E0
= X�n� exp i�k�n� · r + ��n�� , �64�

where k�n� is the wave number of the diffracted wave of
order n, with kx

�n�=kx+nq, and �k�n��= �k�.

F. Beam coupling

We now return to the original problem �5� in which there
are two incident waves with wave numbers k1, k2, and with
k1x−k2x=q. Beam coupling corresponds the diffraction of
waves from incident wave k1 to outgoing wave k2=k1−qex,
and from incident wave k2 to outgoing wave k1=k2+qex.
Thus the diffracted wave of order −1 from k1 adds coher-
ently with the directly transmitted wave k2, and the dif-
fracted wave of order +1 from k2 adds coherently with the
directly transmitted wave k1. Equivalently, using the notation
of the last section k1=k2

�+1� and k2=k1
�−1�.

We are thus able to use terms from the diffraction expres-
sion �64� to evaluate the amplitudes of the outgoing waves
directions k1 and k2. We find

Eout�k1� = E01X
�0� exp�i��0�� + E02X

�+1� exp�i��+1�� ,

Eout�k2� = E01X
�−1� exp�i��−1�� + E02X

�0� exp�i��0�� . �65�

We note that in principle the quantities X�n� depend on the
value of the incident wave number. However, in the two-
beam coupling case discussed here, the incident waves have
wave numbers very nearly equal to each other, and so we
may consider the quantities X�n� to be the same for each
incident wave.

From Eq. �66�, we can evaluate the outgoing wave inten-
sities, using the relation I=E ·E*. Using Eq. �63�. We find

Iout�k1� = �E01 exp�i��0��J0�B� + iE02 exp�i��+1��J1�B��

���E01
* exp�− i��0��J0�B�

− iE02
* exp�− i��+1��J1�B��� , �66�

or
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Iout�k1� = I1J0
2�B� + I2J1

2�B� − 2�I1I2J0�B�J1�B�sin��̃� ,

Iout�k2� = I2J0
2�B� + I1J1

2�B� + 2�I1I2J0�B�J1�B�sin��̃� ,

�67�

where �̃ is as defined in Eq. �57�.
It is usual to consider one of the beams as the pump beam

and the other as the probe beam. Without loss of generality,
we shall suppose that k1 corresponds to the pump beam and
k2 to the probe beam. In line with the literature, we define

m =
Iprobe

Ipump
=

I2

I1
. �68�

We can now rewrite the formulas for the outgoing beam
intensities in terms of the quantity m as follows:

Iout�k1� = I1�J0
2�B� + mJ1

2�B� − 2�mJ0�B�J1�B�sin��̃�� ,

Iout�k2� = I1�mJ0
2�B� + J1

2�B� + 2�mJ0�B�J1�B�sin��̃�� .

�69�

The degree of beam coupling can now be characterized by
the gain g. This is the ratio of the intensity of the outgoing
beam in the direction of the probe beam in the presence of
the pump beam to the intensity of the same beam in the
absence of the pump beam. In the context of this paper, in
which we do not consider reflection and refraction at the cell
walls, the quantity g is defined as

g =
Iout�k2�

I2
= J0

2�B� +
1

m
J1

2�B� + 2
1

�m
J0�B�J1�B�sin��̃� .

�70�

A related quantity is the diffraction efficiency  , which
measures the strength with which the grating diffracts the
probe beam. The formal definition is the ratio of the intensity
of the diffracted probe beam �i.e. in the direction of the pump
beam� to that of the incoming probe beam. From Eqs. �62�
and �64�, this is

 = �X�−1��2 = J1
2�B� . �71�

For ease of presentation of our results, it is also conve-
nient to define quantities  � and g�. These quantities are,
respectively, analogous to  and g, but with the roles of the
pump and probe beams exchanged.

V. RESULTS

A. Analytical study of the behavior of intensities

First we discuss diffraction from a single beam. The
transmitted energy is divided between beams of different or-
ders n. The amplitude of diffracted beams is given by
�X�n��2�Jn

2�B� �Eq. �63��, where we recall, from Eq. �57� that
B is the amplitude of the additional phase variations induced
by the spatial modulations in the liquid crystal layer. We
introduce the energy conservation parameter

sn�B� = �
k=−n

k=n

Jk
2�B� . �72�

The quantity sn�B� describes the proportion of transmitted
energy that is distributed between diffracted beams of orders
from −n to n. We note that in the limit n→� necessarily
sn→1.

In Fig. 4 we show the dependence of sn on the phase
modulation parameter B for low n. For small B �B�1�,
s1�B��1. In this regime almost all transmitted energy is ei-
ther in the directly transmitted beam, or in the first-order
diffracted beam. This is the regime in which energy ex-
change between two beams is most effective.

As B increases, an increasing proportion of the transmit-
ted energy is transferred to outlying diffracted beams. The
quantity s2 remains essentially unity until B�1.5, while s3
only noticeably departs from unity at B�2.5. We shall return
to the problem of the asymptotic behavior of sn�B� for large
n, B elsewhere. For this study, however, we shall be inter-
ested in the small B regime.

We now analyze the effect of energy exchange in the pres-
ence of both incident beams. We shall take equal intensities
in Eq. �69� for incident beams m=1. In principle, the param-
eter m �Eq. �68��, measuring the ratio of the intensities of the
beams, can take any value. In our calculations we shall sup-
pose m=1; this corresponds to equal intensity beams. This
will enable us to make contact with previous studies �2�,
which have also used this value. In addition it is easy to
monitor energy transfer between beams. We note that in de-
vices we may well expect that m�1, so that a large reservoir
of pump beam energy is available to amplify a given probe
beam.

The degree of energy transfer is critically dependent on

the quantity �̃, defined in Eq. �57�. When �̃=0, the modula-
tion of the phase retardation is in-phase with the intensity
modulation due to the beam interference. If m=1, Eq. �69�
implies that there is no net energy exchange between the
beams. This is consistent with general intuition �30� that a
phase difference between the intensity and dielectric modu-

B

sn

s1

s2

s3

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

FIG. 4. The dependence of energy conservation parameter sn�B�
on phase modulation parameter B. Solid line: s1, dashed line: s2,
and dotted line: s3. See text for further discussion.
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lations is required for beam coupling. Interestingly, although
we do not pursue this here, this rule no longer holds for the
m�1 case.

The maximum energy transfer between beams occurs

when sin��̃�=1. In this case the two outgoing beams obey
the following rule:

I1 � �J0�B� − J1�B��2,

I2 � �J0�B� + J1�B��2. �73�

The behavior of these functions is shown in Fig. 5. The
function I2�B� �solid curve on the graph� reaches a maximum
value of �1.48 at B�0.85. We also plot I1�B�, and note that
this reaches a minimum �at zero� for B�1.4. The quantity

Ī�B� =
1

2
�I1�B� + I2�B�� �74�

denotes that proportion of the energy of the incident beams
which remains in the two initial beams directions. The quan-

tity Ī�B� is unity for B=0 �at which there is, however, no
energy exchange� and reduces steadily with B. Close to the

maximum I2�B��1.48 at B�0.85, Ī�B��0.8, reducing

monotonically to Ī�B�2��0.4. However, for B�1, s1�B� is
essentially unity. The energy lost from the primary beams
reappears as other �n�=1 diffracted beams. Subsequent
maxima of I2�B� take values less than unity, in regimes in
which a substantial proportion of the transmitted energy is
lost in outlying diffracted beams. Thus the appearance of
energy transfer between beams is restricted to the first maxi-
mum of I2�B�.

B. Dependence on external parameters

We now examine quantitatively the energy exchange pro-
cess, using experimentally plausible parameters. A list of pa-
rameters in the problem is given in Table I, together with
meanings of these parameters, and where appropriate, the
numerical values that we have used in our calculations.

The final element in the theory enabling comparison with
experiment is the response of the surface potential 1 to the

local beam intensity. We do not, however, have a micro-
scopic photoelectrochemical theory to describe this process.
In principle, 1 is a measurable quantity, although in prac-
tice the measurement may be difficult to carry out.

In our initial calculations we suppose 1 /0=1 �Eq.
�26�� and the external voltage �=1. We first investigate the
dependence of energy exchange effect on 	. We set the grat-
ing period �=6, which corresponds to a grating wavelength
� equal to the cell thickness L.

The key intermediate parameters governing g �Eq. �70��
and  �Eq. �71�� are the phase modulation parameters B and

�̃. In Fig. 6 we plot the phase modulation parameter B as a
function of 	, the angle of propagation inside the liquid crys-
tal.

We note that Eqs. �70� and �71� implicitly require the
phase shift � between the interference patterns on the top and
the bottom surfaces through Eqs. �58� and �59�. In the zero-

TABLE I. Table of parameters.

Parameter Value Description

� 0.63 �m Wavelength of incident beams

L 20 �m Thickness of the film

��, �	 1.52, 1.72 Dielectric permittivities of the liquid crystal

	 variable Angle of propagation inside liquid crystal

� variable Phase shift between the interference
patterns at top and bottom surfaces.
This is the surrogate for the angle of
incidence which we do not include
explicitly


 variable Half angle between beams defining the
dimensionless grating wave vector �= q̃L

=2kL���

�	

cos 	 sin 


� variable Nondimensional grating wave vector �= q̃L
for 
�2.4°, ��6.

� 1
Dimensionless voltage �=LE0�

�a

K
�1/2

m 1 Ratio of intensities of incoming beams

B
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FIG. 5. The behavior of functions I2�B� �solid curve� and I1�B�
�dot curve� when sin��̃�=1.

FIG. 6. Functional dependence of the phase modulation param-
eter B as a function of the internal angle 	. Fixed parameters:
�=6 and 1 /0=1.
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order approximation this quantity can be expressed from Eq.
�8� as follows:

� = − 2�k�L sin 	 sin 
 = −� �	

��

� tan 	 . �75�

The principal result from Fig. 6 is that B!1 everywhere,
which implies that for all intents and purposes only transmit-
ted and first order diffracted beams occur. In Fig. 7 we plot

�̃�	�. It can be seen from Eq. �69� that the phase modulation

parameter �̃ governs the sign of the energy exchange. For

0!�̃!� sin �̃�0, and the probe beam is amplified by the

pump beam. However, for �!�̃!2� sin �̃!0 and the
pump beam is amplified. In Fig. 6, B�	�=0 for 	�0.57. At
this point the quantities A �Eq. �58�� and C �Eq. �59�� are
both equal to zero and change sign. This implies a sudden

phase shift of � in the phase modulation parameter �̃, which
indeed occurs at 	�0.57 and at 	�0.59 in Fig. 7.

The behavior of the gain is shown in Fig. 8. Maximal gain

is achieved when sin �̃�	�=1, corresponding to 	�0.93
�see Eqs. �69� and �73��. At 	=0 the gain g�	�=1. We also
note that at this point, from the symmetry of the system there

is no energy exchange. The quantity Ī plotted on this graph is
almost unity everywhere. This means that there are only
small energy losses; the incident energy is mainly distributed
between the outgoing probe and pump beams.

In Fig. 9 we plot the pump beam diffraction efficiency.
This measures the proportion of energy diffracted from the
pump beam in the probe beam direction. The diffraction ef-
ficiency  is a function only of B �Eq. �71��. The maximum
possible diffraction efficiency is given by  �B��0.338 at
B�1.83. This maximum value does not depend on the de-
tails of our model and remains true for thin gratings �19�. But
in Fig. 9, the maximum value of diffraction efficiency
 �0.13 occurs at 	�0.89. The discrepancy between the
theoretical maximum and this maximum can be ascribed to
the fact that B�	�!1 everywhere.

We now turn to the study of energy exchange as a func-
tion of the angle between interfering beams. Increasing the
angle 2
 between beams increases the non-dimensional
wave vector �= q̃L. Quantitatively, choosing parameters
given in Table I, we find that for 
�2.4°, ��6. We exam-
ine the dependence g��� for 	=0.93, i.e. at the maximum of
g appropriate to Fig. 8. The dependence of the gain on � is
shown in Fig. 10. For �!5, B is larger than unity �see inset

�a�� and Ī!1 �see Eq. �74�� is less than unity. In this regime
there is considerable energy loss due to probe beam diffrac-
tion into diffraction orders of order n�1. However, for

��5, B!1 and the quantity Ī is close to 1. In this regime
energy is conserved. The maximal gain is achieved at
��6. This maximum is consistent with our results from
Figs. 6–9.

In Fig. 11 we plot the diffraction efficiency  . The
maxima of 0.338 occur at ��0.5 and ��1.6, corresponding
to maxima in the Raman-Nath regime �20�. But these
maxima occur for �!5, where as we have seen above, there
is considerable diffractive energy loss. The physical relevant

FIG. 7. Functional dependence of the phase modulation param-

eter �̃ as a function of the internal angle. Other parameters are

fixed: �=6 and 1 /0=1. Note the discrete jump in �̃ of �, the
origin of which is discussed in the text.

FIG. 8. Energy exchange between beams as a function of the
internal angle 	. Solid line: gain of probe beam. Dashed line: gain

of pump beam. Dotted line: Ī �see Eq. �74�� represents the degree of
energy conservation in the system. Fixed parameters: �=6 and
1 /0=1.

FIG. 9. The dependence of diffraction efficiency  on the inter-
nal angle 	. Fixed parameters: �=6 and 1 /0=1.
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maximum occurs for ��4. Here the diffractive energy loss
is much reduced, although some energy loss still remains.

The strength of the grating modulation �Eq. �26�� depends
on the ratio

1

0
. In all our previous plots �Figs. 6–11� we have

set the ratio
1

0
=1. This ratio can be modified in two ways. In

principle, one can change 1 by changing the surface prepa-
ration. Alternatively �and more simply� one can apply an
external voltage 0 across the liquid crystal. Here we sup-
pose 1 and 0 to be independent quantities.

We now investigate the effect of external voltage on the
energy exchange for g�	=0.93,�=6�. This corresponds to
the point �see Fig. 8�, where g is maximal with respect to
varying 	 with other parameters as taken in Table I. The
optical modulation is a strong function of the director modu-
lation. It is thus useful to analyze the director modulation as
a function of external applied field.

We first make a quantitative analysis of the behavior of
the director modulation as a function of voltage. The liquid

crystal director distribution is given by Eq. �26�.

��x,z� = − qL
1

0

cos

�

2
sin�qx +

�

2
�� cosh ��

cosh �/2
−

cosh ��

cosh �/2�
+ sin

�

2
cos�qx +

�

2
�� sinh ��

sinh �/2
−

sinh ��

sinh �/2� , �27��

The voltage enters this expression explicitly through the
multiplier

1

0
, and implicitly through the quantity �, where

�2=�2+�2, �= L
� =0�

�a

K �1/2 is a rescaled voltage.
In the limit of high voltages, the � term in Eq. �26� can be

neglected, and hence the reorientation ��x ,z��0
−1. Hence at

high voltages the director approaches a uniform distribution,
in which case the beam coupling disappears and g=1. In our
approximation, the low voltage limit →0 is inaccessible;
the minimum voltage for which our approximations are valid
is 0�1. This follows because we have assumed that the
modulated component of the electric field is small by com-
parison with the external field in the derivation of the liquid
crystal director distribution �23�. The dependence of gain on
the external potential is shown in Fig. 12. For 0=1 g
�1.3. The gain reaches a maximum g�1.44 at 0�7. For
0�7 the energy exchange parameter g decreases mono-
tonically toward a value of unity �i.e., no energy exchange�
in the high potential limit.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have carried out a model phenomenologi-
cal calculation of energy exchange between beams incident
on a thin liquid crystal grating sandwiched between two pho-
toconducting layers. In this model calculation, the liquid
crystal is subject to homeotropic boundary conditions, but
this is not an essential feature of the model. The energy ex-
change involves diffraction by an induced grating, with the
exchange occurring when each incident wave is diffracted

FIG. 10. Energy exchange between beams as a function of �,
the nondimensional grating wave vector. Solid line: gain of probe

beam. Dashed line: gain of pump beam. Dotted line: Ī �see Fig. 8�.
�a� Phase modulation amplitude B as a function of �; �b� phase

modulation parameter �̃���. Fixed parameters: 	=0.95 and
1 /0=1.

FIG. 11. The dependence of diffraction efficiency  on the non-
dimensional wave vector �. Fixed parameters: 	=0.93 and
1 /0=1.

FIG. 12. Dependence of gain of probe beam as a function of
0

1
.

This is equivalent to increasing the external field. Note that the
abscissa starts at 1, the lowest value for which our treatment is
valid, although the difference between 1 and 0 is not visible on this

scale. Further structure may occur in the region
0

1
�1.
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into the outgoing path of the other. We find that there is a
regime in which significant energy exchange can occur, with-
out leakage into other higher order diffracted waves. There is
also another regime in which such leakage does occur.

We find a maximal gain of g=1.45, which occurs for a
grating wavelength of the order of the thickness of the
sample. This appears to be a robust result, and qualitatively
consistent with experiment �31�. The robustness of this result
is consistent with calculations by Sarkissian et al. �32�.
These authors obtain a similar theoretical result for a system
in which there is a modulation of the surface anchoring po-
tential, rather than of the surface electric potential. There is
also significant dependence on the bulk voltage. In the limit
of high voltage there is no effect �because there is no director
modulation and hence no grating�. As the voltage is reduced
the effect increases. Our calculation does not permit the
evaluation of the low-voltage limit, but we do find a maxi-
mum when the ratio of the external voltage to the surface
modulation is about 10. Unfortunately the phenomenological
nature of our calculation does not permit us to make any
quantitative predictions with respect to actual voltage or
beam intensities required to achieve this. However, the gain
maximum as a function of voltage is also manifested as a
maximum with respect to varying beam intensity. Although
this calculation is vague with respect to quantitative predic-
tion, we believe that the existence of a maximum as a func-
tion of voltage is a qualitatively robust result.

The calculation is broken down into a number of parts.
First we have supposed that interference between the inci-
dent beams affects the photoconducting layers by only
changing the electric potential at the boundaries of the
sample, and does so in proportion to some power of the
beam intensities. Secondly we have calculated the modifica-
tion of the electric field inside the liquid crystal sample, sup-
posing that there is a zeroth order field due to some imposed
bulk potential. Thirdly, we have used the electric field to
calculate the modulated director distribution, which neces-
sarily then acts as an optical grating. Fourthly, we have in-
vestigated the transmission of each beam through the modu-
lated liquid crystal layer using a WKB-like approximation in
the spirit of geometrical optics. The result of this calculation
is a phase and amplitude optical profile for the extraordinary
wave along the outgoing surface. Finally, using this surface
optical profile we have used the Kirchoff method to evaluate
the far field, and hence diffraction and interbeam energy ex-
change.

The strategy is in the spirit of the standard Raman-Nath
calculation. However, the standard calculation cannot be
used here, because the existence of inhomogeneities in the
dielectric function perpendicular to the grating direction
complicates the calculation. But nevertheless the resulting
expression for the intensity of the diffracted beams of differ-
ent orders retains features of the analogous Raman-Nath re-
gime calculation for thin grating diffraction �20�.

Some features of our calculation are simplified in order to
make the problem tractable. We have measured the potential
induced at the surface with respect to the bulk voltage across
the cell. An alternative low external voltage expansion would
also, in principle, be possible, but we have not pursued this
approach here. In addition, we have solved the liquid crystal

director in a one-elastic-constant approximation, and also
linearized the Euler-Lagrange equations coupling the director
and the electric potential. Neither of these approximations is
essential, but there are significant potential advantages in ob-
taining analytic formulas in what could otherwise be a com-
putational minefield. The optical scattering in the system it-
self implies that the picture in which the incident beams
penetrate the liquid crystal layer unimpeded to provide po-
tential modulations at the outgoing surface is only the first
step in an iterative procedure. While it is possible to carry
out this iteration in our model, we have chosen not to do so.
This is partly because we would lose what analytic simplifi-
cation we have achieved. Also, however, given that we only
have a phenomenological model, we would in any case be no
closer at this stage to a quantitative comparison with experi-
ment.

One particularly interesting feature of our calculations is
that we are able to identify separately components of the
refractive index modulation which are respectively in-phase
and out-of phase with the mean optical field intensity. It is
often stated that if the refractive index and optical field
modulations are in-phase with respect to each other, then no
two-beam coupling would be expected. Within the usual
theory of photorefraction, this result is robust. Normally the
energy transfer term in the coupled wave equations disap-
pears in the in-phase case.

However, notwithstanding the inaccuracies and approxi-
mations involved in our calculations, we find that in our case
this statement is unambiguously false. The in-phase beam
coupling is indeed lower, but no by means identically zero.
This is surprising, given the comment above about the ro-
bustness of the result. We have not yet been able to carry out
a detailed analytic comparison between our case and the
standard Raman-Nath and Bragg regimes. However, it is not
obvious that the analogy between the standard cases and the
case considered in this paper is as close as one might think.
In the standard case, which applies everywhere in the litera-
ture, the nonlinearity is internal to the system. By contrast,
surface-mediated photorefraction is precisely that. There is
an extra feature in the system not found elsewhere. This
involves effectively a long-range interaction, and the struc-
ture of the analysis in the Bragg regime is consequently
changed in an essential way. From this point of view, the
breakdown of the �in-phase intensity and refractive index
modulations=no coupling� result is less surprising.

Nevertheless, a puzzle remains, to which we hope to re-
turn in future work. One further remark may be relevant. The
apparent difference between our results and the widely held
view seems to depend on the precise definition of what is
meant by “gain.” In this paper, gain is defined as the degree
of amplification. In the model we present, the amplification
of the probe beam is due to the diffraction at the thin grating,
with a maximum value �34%.

The underlying cause of all amplification in this model is
the constructive interference between the diffracted compo-
nent of the pump beam, and the probe beam. As a result, it is,
of course, not possible to transfer all energy from the pump
to the probe beam. But the process we describe differs es-
sentially from energy exchange in thick gratings. Thick-
grating energy exchange is a bulk, rather than a surface phe-
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nomenon. Now the gain exponentially increases with the
thickness of the grating. As a consequence, it is in this case
possible to transfer all energy from the pump to the probe
beam.

Although we have been able to obtain a semianalytic form
for the beam coupling, the calculation is complicated. It in-
volves electric fields, director distributions and light trans-
mission through an inhomogeneous medium. The result is
that the final magnitude of the effect under consideration
seems to bear no simple relation to the rather large number
of parameters which enter the problem. We can say defini-
tively that the external voltage, the angle of incidence, the
angle between the two beams, not to mention the thickness
of the cell and the liquid crystal elastic constants, all play an
important role, and furthermore the response is not mono-
tonic. From an engineering point of view, there are clearly
several possible ways to control the energy exchange pro-
cess.

But apart from the pronounced maximum in beam cou-
pling when the grating width is of the order of the thickness
of the sample, we are unable at this stage to make further
robust comments concerning the functional relationships
without resorting to specific calculations. We cannot say
whether further studies, and in particular a reliable micro-
scopic theory, will clarify the situation.

The theory presented in this paper can be developed in a
number of ways. It can be trivially extended to liquid crystal
cells in which only a single photoconductive layer attached.
Alternatively, we might extend the present work, involving
homeotropic surfaces, to low voltages, or to liquid crystal
cells with homogeneous boundary conditions. Such a theory
would be applicable, for example, to the experiments of Pa-
gliusi and Ciparrone �33�. We also note that in this paper, the
director distribution throughout the sample is clustered
around the homeotropic direction. However, one might ex-
pect intuitively that the most dramatic effects would occur
when the voltage modulation and the external field conspire
to produce large director shifts between one part of the
sample and another. Our framework may permit such a cal-
culation.

The main weakness of the theory concerns the nature of
the relationship between the potential modulations 1 and
the beam intensities. The lack of relevant experimental data
is partly because, as far as we are aware, the present paper is
the first suggestion that the main mechanism for photorefrac-
tive beam coupling involves this quantity. We are hopeful
that future work will therefore remedy this deficiency. An
experiment which measures this quantity might involve Fre-
deriks transition measurements in the presence of an exter-
nally applied optical beam.

At a later stage, we would also hope to make contact
between this theory and a more microscopic theory which
elucidate processes in the photoconductive media, and at the
photoconductive layer-liquid crystal interface. A second
weakness involves the geometric optics approximation, and
this restricts our calculations to the short wavelength limit. In
most liquid crystal cells, this will be sufficient, but in prin-
ciple longer-wavelength corrections are interesting. Indeed,
we are currently carrying out optical calculations in which

the optics is treated by solving the Maxwell equations ex-
actly. Such a scheme will automatically permit a self-
consistent solution of the optics-potential-elastic problem.
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APPENDIX: LIGHT-INTENSITY-INDUCED MODULATION
OF SURFACE POTENTIALS

In Sec. II, we have discussed the response of the surface
potential to the incident beam interference pattern. Specfi-
cally, we propose in Eq. �9�:

��z = 0,x� = − 0/2 + 1 cos qx ,

��z = L,x� = 0/2 + S1 cos�qx + �� , �A1�

with S="1, and where the sign of S depends on the detailed
physical picture adopted to model the relevant surface phys-
ics.

A number of mechanisms have been discussed in the lit-
erature which link a surface potential response to a beam
intensity pattern in the surface region. In this appendix we
examine two physical scenarios which may illuminate the
microscopic surface physics. Specifically, we will thus be
able to gain insight into the correct determination of the pa-
rameter S. We first examine a mechanism for grating forma-
tion which follows closely, though not exactly, a model in-
troduced by Ono �9�. The key features of this model are as
follows.

The photoconductive polymer layer is a semiconductor
with a band gap. This layer is illuminated by the optical
interference pattern. The optical beam excites mobile holes
and electrons close to the band edges. These are known as
photocarriers or photocharges. The optical interference pat-
tern thus involves a spatial modulation of these photocarri-
ers. The photocharges leak into the liquid crystal, where the
equilibrium density remains periodically modulated. The re-
sult is a modulated space-charge field, which reorients the
liquid crystal director field. For this mechanism, the charge
modulation on the bottom and top surfaces possess the same
sign, and in this case S= +1. We adopt this convention in Eq.
�9�.

However, Pagliusi and Chipparone �12� discuss an alter-
native mechanism. In this picture, the principal role is played
by ions present in liquid crystal. When an external electric
field is applied, the ions move toward the electrodes of op-
posite polarity. This causes thin charged layers to form near
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the electrodes. As before the modulated incident optical in-
tensity induces a modulated photocarrier distribution inside
the photoconductive layer. Now, however, these charges re-
combine with the charges in the charged layers, but the pat-
tern of recombination is periodically modulated. The rsult is
a net charge modulation, which leads to a space-charge field.
Now the charge modulation on the top and bottom bound-

aries possess opposite signs, and hence in this case S=−1 in
Eq. �9�.

Thus, in the absence of a detailed physical picture of the
mechanism of the potential modulation, no definitive state-
ment can be made concerning the sign of S. It seems likely,
however, that an experimental determination might be pos-
sible.
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